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The aim of the seismic hazard analysis is the prediction of the potential of ground motion during the upcoming 

earthquakes. Seismic hazard is analyzed by probabilistic and deterministic methods. The deterministic approach estimates 
the strongest ground motion at a site based on the scenario earthquakes. The probabilistic hazard analysis, on the other 
hand, leads to providing strong earthquake ground motion at different probable levels. The essentials of this approach are 
presented in three main sections. In the first, second, and third sections, the seismic sources, the recurrence period of 
target earthquakes, and the attenuation relationship are determined, respectively. Attenuation relationship presents a 
ground motion parameter generally associated with magnitude and distance from fault failure location of an earthquake. 
This empirical relationship is obtained using a statistical fitting of data recorded from a set of earthquakes. Generally, the 
relationships are investigated jointly or separately for areas with different tectonic properties. Besides, various fitting is 
introduced by adding dependent variables such as type of fault and site. The aim of the present study is to evaluate the 
sensitivity of seismic hazard analysis of earthquake by selecting different empirical attenuation relationship. The seismic 
hazard analysis is done in the Khorasan region (Figure 1).   
 

 
Figure 1. Fault map of the study area (250 km radius from the Kashmar city). The green stars show the location of the main cities. 
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We used a number of attenuation models for the maximum acceleration of ground motion (PGA). Here we discuss the 
seismic hazard for a return period of 475 years using the attenuation models by Abrahamson and Silva (1997), Boore et al. 
(1997), and Sadeghi et al. (2010) for east and for whole Iran. Figure 2 shows the standard deviation map (sensitivity map) 
created from the four different models. The results showed that the sensitivity of the results to the type of attenuation 
relationship is very low and it can be ignored.  

 

 
Figure 2. PGA standard deviation map of the seismic hazard maps created by four different attenuation models for a return period of         

475 years. 
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